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Accomplishments/Milestones/Notable Activities

• PM Demilitarization Key Personnel Change this summer
  ➢ Welcome to the new PM-Demil, Mr. John McFassel

• Successful Conventional Demil PMR, September 20, 2016, at Rock Island Arsenal

• Sources Sought Market Survey for Navy 16 Inch Demilitarization
Issues/Concerns/Recommendations

- Threats to Demil funding line (and procurement lines in general) as potential bill payer
  - PEO/PM-Demil initiatives to solidify funding and program stability?
  - Industry can help protect funding if we have situational awareness

- Potential program instability of Congress funding annual OCO accounts versus the base budget
  - Managing resources/technical know how difficult in uncertain environment with large swings in volume
Issues/Concerns/Recommendations

- Status and timeline for the MLRS Demil of assets in South Korea?
  - What are the next steps?

- Technology thrusts to deal with the existing stockpile of assets that will need special processes to safely demil
  - Is there potential DOTC or DOTC-like funding to develop new process and methods?
  - What type of Gov’t/Industry partnerships can be developed to further demil technology?

- Concerns with evaluation of pricing between GOGO and Commercial base for demil workshare going forward
  - How are cost comparisons made to ensure fair competition